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Scenarios

**Actions**
1. Job recommended by AI - human makes final call
2. Value outside & work
3. Diverse perspectives inform AI

**Cog in the Wheel**
- Creativity practice
- Being compassionate
- Provide human contact "interface"
- Focus on family
- He needs emotional intelligence

**Bespoke Economy**
- Identity required beyond work
- Return to land
- Repurpose legacy channels (loyalty)
- Learn applied skills via RR & crowdsourcing

**Work in Search of People**
- "Fit bit for work"
- Develop & ensure lifelong learning incentivizes collaboration

**Key Stakeholders**
- Joe, 55
- Grooming, China
- Bob, 47
- Boise, Idaho
- Eileen, 27
- Copenhagen

**Dont Believe the Hype**
- Always been a "gig economy"
- Pop culture inspired entrepreneur
- No safety net

**Actions**
1. Mechanisms to ID misinformation/noise
2. Teaching use & tools
3. Policy incentives around re-skill

**The Future of AI Skills and Work Flows**
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Actions to Shape 2030

Impact

- Transparency in data sets
- Emphasize creativity, grit, communication, empathy in K-12 education
- Increase cultural awareness in corporate life
- Schools focus on teaching competencies vs. industry specific skills
- Teach AI/ML

Effort

- Better schools? - How about better parents?
- Educate parents to educate their kids
- Education systems need to include AI Ethics into curricula at all levels
- Single payer healthcare
- Government created jobs to ensure jobs are diversified

Minimum free healthcare act/insurance